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Let me guess... you are probably here because of this video: Archives: Minecraft Hacked Clients Minecraft 1.14.x WWE Hacked Cheat Client + Download Minecraft 1.12.x Flare Hacked Client UPDATE (with OptiFine) + Download. You guys really have to stop believing what xTurtle says. There's nothing special about this
client. He thinks the anti-knockback on this client is so powerful, but it's basically just anti-knockback with nohurtcam. He thinks the timer is so fast, but most of the time, when the timer goes at that speed, it's basically useless on servers with an anticheat. Overall, this client is a pain to use. It's even a pain to install. The
installation process is even more complicated than injecting a phantom client. You literally have to give your computer hardware to the customer manufacturer for you to use it. This means that even if you are the same person, the client can only be used on one computer. For me, to install, I first have to pay for the client
on the site. So I have to wait hours and hours for a confirmation email from the customer's creator. Then send me an installer, where I had to install a lot of different mods in chargers. After that, I had to somehow find my own HWID (Hardware ID), and then send it to him/her. After that, I had to wait hours for a response,
and wait days for the installer to be activated on my computer. After I'm able to run the installer and download everything else, I still couldn't run the client. The client is still locked, and the customer manufacturer had to give us instructions to unlock it manually, such as downloading more private files and other things.
Minecraft: Story Mode has been discontinued. If you already own a copy, be sure to download it before June 25 before the servers go offline, or else you may not be able in the future. See here for more details. This page is about planned versions of all editions of Minecraft. These updates have large sources of their
existence or have received development versions. Note that only edits with known planned updates are listed here; if there are no known planned updates, the edition is left out.1Java Edition2Bedrock Edition1.14.4 is a minor update with no release date set. [1]1.15 is an important upcoming update with no release date
set. [2] The theme of this update is currently unknown and will be announced at MINECON Live 2019. You won't focus on caves. [3] This update will also add functionality to smithing tables and fletching tables, although the exact use of these blocks has not been announced. [4] Some future plans beyond 1.14 include a
revisit of gameplay mechanics (including combat),[5] a new 'Super Fancy' graphics setting, [6] and new of savannah and desert (which were shown before MINECON Earth 2018), i.e. palm and baobabs, ostriches, termites and meerkats. The OpenGL version will also be updated to version 3.2 or higher. [7] It has not yet
been announced which major update will focus on Which one. In addition, there is a new rendering engine in Searge and Fry's works called Blaze 3D, with no release date set, which may be the reason for updating OpenGL[8]Main article: Bedrock Edition 1.12.01.12.0 is an important update to the Bedrock Edition with an
unknown release date. This update doesn't have an official theme, but adds many new customizable features such as custom biomes, tiles, and items.1.13.0 is an important update to bedrock edition with an unknown release date. You can add foxes. [10] The 4K Update is an upcoming cosmetic update for the Bedrock
Edition with no release date set. It will add a 4K HDR graphics option. The Super Duper Graphics Pack will be added to the market at the same time. [11] The update is delayed and as of April 2018 it will not be out anytime soon due to internal problems. Minecraft developer here. The Graphics Team is still working this (it
turned out to be a ton more work than originally anticipated). The graphical part of our engine was honestly just not built for it, and when we tried to put all the new features piece by piece things went wrong. The performance, even on Xbox One X, was between bad and inconsistent during all the internal gaming sessions
we had. He's coming, but we don't have a date yet. The gameplay team has been working Update Aquatic, while the rest of the Engine team has been working on relaunching the Switch alongside performance issues on Xbox One. These fixes are much closer than Super Duper :)— Tamer Jeison[12]Bedrock Edition is
planned to arrive on playstation 4 'at some point'. Minecraft Java Edition 1.14.3 – Minecraft.net, June 24, 2019'Minecraft Java Edition 1.14.1– Minecraft.net, May 13, 2019, #minecraft – Official Minecraft Discord' by HelenAngel. 'I can't say what the next update is, except it's not a cave update'↑'Minecraft Snapshot 19w11b'
– Minecraft.net↑'Well, we couldn't record this morning, but I'll make a summary of the conference we had with the Mojang guys. They already have a short script for 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16 with an update focused on gameplay mechanics (but not redstone) and one on pvp.' – @aypierremc, May 30, 2018↑'There will be a new
grafics scenario in Minecraft. There will be a chic and super chic setting. In addition, the combat system will receive a review.' – @docm77↑MC-153714#comment↑'As some of you correctly guessed, the last image I posted was about Blaze 3D. An older branch that was parked for a while was successfully rebased and
@fry_su and I'll resume work on it soon. There's a lot of work ahead of us, so we'll stick with it when you're ready for now @SeargeDP. The earliest we get in will be 1.13, as the team has focused its time on performance and stability in the variety of devices we support. Pls hold firm! &lt;3' – @chupacaubrey, April 17,
2019 1.13 *at least*. This is not to ensure that they will be in this particular release Minecraft.net @chupacaubrey. June 11, 2017^ �� historyJava EditionBedrock Edition Education Edition retrieved from ' if you are cool and can send it add me in discord: xAkex#7998Page 2 14 comments Hello, I'll keep this short, since
most of these threads are left unanswered, and since this is a rather obscure request, I'd just like to keep it short so as not to waste your time or mine. I am a prominent player of the oldest anarchy server in Minecraft, 2b2t. It's been around for over 10 years right now, and I spend most of my day there reading ancient
history and walking around the bottom to find bases. The Future client offers portal trackers that could help me locate bases in the future, but I'm too broke to pay $20, hence why I'm here every day getting shit for free I'm also asking here because although it's a strange request, cracked versions are unreliable, and I
trust the members of cracked.to much more than finding it randomly online. I unaved months ago due to the loss of RDP I like every thread I leech though NULLEDBUILDS Designer_ *100+ Minecraft Animated HQ designs_ *$2500 Worth of templates_ *The best selection of MC graphics_ Note: Wiki 2b2t is not
responsible for its use of any cheating client. You will probably be banned on Minecraft servers not anarchy to use them. Use them at your own risk. A client, often known as a cheating client or hacked client, or mod utility, is a modification in Minecraft that offers modules, also known as cheats or hacks, that are not in
vanilla (the standard form of) Minecraft. No customer is affiliated with Mojang, similar to most mods. Because customers can give players an unfair advantage, their use is against the rules of most servers and will cause users to be banned. On anarchy servers such as 2b2t, however, client usage has been normalized
since most players use them. Excluding new players, it's rare to find players who don't use customers because they're needed to automate travel, give PvP perks, and generally improve quality of life, such as with Search or NoRender, which lag patches and priority bans (which other players can do to you if you're not
careful). History on 2b2t At the beginning of 2b2t, the hacks were not as readily available to the public as they are currently. People would code their own beginning customers or receive them from friends or sketchy websites. Although historically, customers have only been used by a of the player base, its use has
increased over time. Many players used vanilla until after TheCampingRusher brought a stream of players to the server, causing the number of using a client to gradually increase over time. Although implicitly allow cheating, 2b2t patches many cheats, such as extremely fast motion hacks, to reduce the lag on the server,
but also patches vanilla stuff such as data from the Shulker box, while making Vanilla Elytra fly and fish vanilla less effective than normal, which are controversial topics on the server. Customer List on 2b2t This section will discuss most of the customers used in 2b2t and classify them based on their use by the common
player. Most are offered by the customer's own personal website. These are the most trusted customers in these customers by the 2b2t community. Impact - A free customer with built-in baritone, an AI pathfinder robot that can automatically escape sow. It was well known during the Rushers War after Rusher's
announcement and through the eventual use of many 2b2t YouTubers. Impact has many modules that are useful in 2b2t for explorers, travelers and builders. Future - A paid customer announced by Fit and several other YouTubers 2b2t. Future costs $20 and is one of the few customers that costs money. Avoid unofficial
or cracked versions. Even though they can be downloaded for free, they are almost certainly backdoored and will leak their coordinates and perhaps worse (IP and Passwords). Somewhat common KAMI Blue customers – An open source fork from KAMI that was known to have an elytra flight bypass running for 2b2t
(until the elytras were virtually disabled in early September 2020), along with features like Impact and proper baritone integration. The customer receives a new update every few days. Currently, there are 3 main developers and about 60 contributors to the project. ForgeHax - Works like an open source Forge mod with a
power user feel. It does not have a useful GUI and is configured only with commands. ForgeHax became popular thanks to its book writer for creating prohibition books/dupe books. Pyro - A $20 PvP client with some exclusive diversions developed by GiantNuker and Ionar2 (former Salhack developer). Used to cheat
items in late September and early October 2020 because it has an autoduper module. He's accused of being a client who's been a detained by some. The customer was leaked in October 2020 by Crystallinqq, and he added a backdoor. Unusual Hacked Customers Inertia – Formerly known as WWE until a DMCA claim
by the actual WWE was filed. Inertia was used extensively for the 2019 donkey dupe. It's like Impact and the Future, but without some of the best features of both. KAMI - Client developed by 086 in 2018 and was one of the first to have self-place for final crystals. The development of the kami forge edition is officially
completed; consider using KAMI Blue instead. Ares - A mod closed source and free with great combat modules and a unique GUI and HUD. It is currently developed by Tigermouthbear. Rusherhack - Customer made by John200410, who is also the main creator of Rusherb0t. Rusherhack currently costs $20, but in the
past there was a $60 60 prize Wurst+ 2 - A (formerly) private client that is typically used only for crystal combat. Wurst+ 2 went public in late September 2020. It's not associated with Wurst. Salhack - A customer made by Ionar2 that was open source due to leaking the unobfuscated vial. It currently has no developers and
Discord also does not provide technical support for Salhack. It does not contain XRay or search functions, but is useful for crystal combat. Raion - Paid customer developed by Robeart and mastercooker in 2019 and was one of the first customers to have godmode. Today, Raion is not highly popular and few regular 2b2t
use it. Raion's current price is $20. Konas - A paid customer developed by GL_DONT_CARE, Darki and Auto in 2020. Konas' current price is $11. Konas has some deviations for 2b2t like packetfly, strafe and more. Konas is mainly used for crystal combat because of its excellent crystal aura. Gamesense - Client
developed by Go_Hoosiers, CyberTF2, auburnhud2 and lukflug. Gamesense is free, open source, and is mainly used for crystal combat. Historical Clients Nodus HUD screenshot taken from a video by xcc2 (Feb 2012) These clients may have been common in the past, but are almost unheard of in modern anarchy.
Wurst - A formerly popular customer. Although occasionally recommended for new players, Wurst is no longer a good option for 2b2t players. It fell behind by not adding new features to its 1.12.2 version over time, and is missing AutoTotem, PortalGUI, EntitySpeed, and any kind of crystal aura. LiquidBounce - Used for a
brief period due to the exploitation of bed teleportation. SkillClient - Known to be the first free client with entity speed. SkillClient was used in 2017 to reach the X+ excavators. Aristois - Gained popularity for its ChatSpammer feature, which many other free customers now have. Aristois has a $8 premium version and
support for an alt distributor. Wolfram - Known as ncp deviation characteristics. It also had features like Baritone, but quite slow. Nodus - An older customer hacked from 1.2 to 1.8. It was one of the first hacked clients you could download that wasn't from some shady website. It can no longer be used, as the latest
released version was for 1.8.9. Huzuni - Popular customer used in 2015 that was later upgraded to 1.11. Metro - Popular customer used in 2015 in version 1.8 of Minecraft. Almost all the cheaters worked except the flight. 5zig Mod - Customer used in June and July 2016 to enter the 2b2t easier due to queue problems. It
became completely irrelevant after AutoReconnect was popularized in Wurst and Impact. Xulu Custom Customers - Customer developed by Elementarys, used by Emperium pvpers. Infinity+ - Client developed by Madmegr, _33, floppa, Venroy, SankuG and It is a private client for Infinity members and trusted pvp
members. It is mainly focused on pvp modules and some funny modules that were requested by Bachi. Helix - Client developed by Izverg86 and used by certain members of the excavators. root - Developed by 086, 2016 for and with some parts being reused for the KAMI base. Vort3x - Vortex Coalition client made by
inv41idu53rn4m3. Vort3x was popular by spam Did you know? messages and duping during dupe 11/11. rootNET - A paid client developed by iZac. The client is currently in beta development and costs $20. Glowclient - Client created by GlowskiBroski, was one of the first customers to have PacketFly and had other
exclusive hacks. A behind-the-scenes crack was launched in late 2018 by BabbaJ. The cracked version flashed gore and jumpscares while playing. Xdolf - created by x0XP and Sgt. Pepper. The first free customer to contain AutoTotem, AutoCrystal and EntitySpeed. Xdolf saw minor use in 2017 before being DMCA'd by
Mojang. Adorufu/Asuna/Axiom - Series of discontinued customers based on each other, some free and some paid, developed by Sasha. Based on Xdolf Client from X0XP. DotGod.CC/Butterfly - A PVP client that inspired most KAMI skids by popularizing modules like Surround, AutoTrap, HoleESP. The client was made
by elite_tier.pl and was private until the end of its development. Backdoored – Soon known as Ebic Customer, was private for some time before going public to pay for $20. Developed by cookiedragon234, Carbolemons and Tigermouthbear. Atom Utility Mod - Originally developed as a KAMI fork by Nucleus, its new
rewrite is currently based on custom and older versions are publicly available, while its latest versions are currently private. Customers backdoored Phobos - Customer was leaked twice with versions 1.3 and 1.5.4. Phobos 1.3 was leaked with a coordinate logger, and Phobos 1.5.4 was leaked with a Remote Access
Trojan (RAT). This uploaded your Minecraft token, Discord token, Chrome passwords, screenshots of your desktop, and files from your computer to a remote server. Winst0n — Customer made by taylo112 that ended up being backdoored. Caused by the creation of the term meme Winst0n'd due to consecutive
mourning. Kinodupe — Customer who only existed for 6 full days during dupe 11/11. Its sole purpose was to facilitate duping during dupe 11/11. However, the use of this client would leak their coords, and the resulting spreadsheet was eventually posted publicly resulting in many sorrows. Many players, however, took
advantage of this fact and cheated in random locations. Adolf — A customer hacked by X0XP would steal his coords. G4DMODE Client — Made it easy to execute the Godmode crash in mid-2019, but it would leak your IP, passwords, coords, and other fun stuff. According to Satisfaction, it affected more than 20
players. nhack/nhack2/nhack3 — Customer made by Tyranny and started by popbob. Some versions were backdoored and used to screenshot Omaliymix's and Kaameron's desktop, causing both to leave 2b2t. Continued for c1yd3i and iTristan. Other customers Other customers be found in the 2b2t Media Archive here.
Installing your hacked client WARNING: If your computer's knowledge goes as far as clicking radio buttons and pressing, install, no take extra precautions when performing installations or avoid installing anything. Choose the desired hack client. There are many customers that a player can choose from. Many of the most
popular and safe can be found here. Download the desired hacked client. This is one of the riskiest steps in the installation process. The reason this is risky is because you may not actually be installing the hacked client you chose, but rather another program that could be malware or be backdoored. Therefore, you
should click on the links on this page; do not attempt to find the official customer site on your own through Google or Discord. If you download through the hacked client's website, it will probably take you through ad.fly or another site of the same function. These sites allow the creators of the hacked client to earn some
money by running ads to those who download it. Forge and OptiFine do this too. These sites may display ads and popups that lead to malicious downloads or may be technical support scams. Generally, don't click or interact with any popup or notification boxes, just look for the 'Skip Ad' button so you can be taken to the
download page back on the original site. Unless you have an ad blocking program (which doesn't completely protect you from the risk), it may be safer to ask a friend or trusted person to send the installer or a link to the official hacked client download page. If the download received was a .exe, .jar or other executable file,
you can double-click to run it and it will guide you through the installation process. You may need to install Java and/or bypass Windows Defender (more information, run anyway). Otherwise, if the download is a .zip file: unzip the file, go to the .minecraft folder (in the hidden folder %appdata%) and transfer the contents
of the uncompressed folder to the versions folder. After you do this, open your minecraft launcher and make a new profile. Depending on the customer, a specific name may need to be named: that is, 313hax (Impact)). Now just change the minecraft version to the one with the customer name hacked next door and you're
ready to go. Do not open, under any circumstances, any links, let alone download links from clients, which were posted by someone in the 2b2t server chat or on Discord servers. Page 22
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